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TimeCube: A Manycore Virtual-Time Processor Architecture for
Fair Metering in Infrastructure-as-a-Service Clouds

Abstract

Infrastructure-as-a-Service, or IaaS, clouds aim to provide
a cheap, highly fluid, nearly limitless, on-demand pool of com-
putational resources made available via the internet. IaaS data
centers greatly benefit from increasing compute density and
energy-efficiency, leading IaaS providers to consider adopt-
ing recently demonstrated manycore chips that can scale to
a hundred or more cores. However, these manycore systems
space-multiplex the shared resources among many jobs, result-
ing in potentially large and varying levels of interference. This
decorrelates CPU-time from actual services provided, which
makes it harder to ensure that customers are charged fairly
under traditional metering schemes that apply flat rates based
on CPU-time. This potential metering unfairness hinders the
wide-scale adoption of manycore architectures in IaaS clouds.

In this paper we propose Virtual-Time as the counterpart of
CPU-time in space-multiplexed systems and show how IaaS
clouds can use Virtual-Time to provide fair metering. We also
introduce Virtual-Time Processor Architectures, processors
that use two key capabilities, Dynamic Execution Isolation
and Shadow Performance Modeling, to provide an accurate
measurement of each application’s virtual-time. Finally, we
describe TimeCube, a manycore virtual-time processor archi-
tecture for IaaS clouds. TimeCube uses dynamic resource
partitioning and analytical performance modeling to estimate
virtual-times with less than 1% error.

Our evaluation shows that a 32-core TimeCube processor
can improve fairness in metering by as much as 12× compared
to traditional architectures. Overall, the results argue for
adding the requisite micro-architectural structures to support
virtual-time in IaaS-oriented manycore chips.

1. Introduction
The recent deployment of large-scale IaaS computing systems
such as Amazon EC2 [2] and IBM SmartClouds [18] presents
an exciting new computational ecosystem. These IaaS sys-
tems call for new research that examines, for instance, how
resources are best shared between jobs, what factors should de-
termine the prices that IaaS providers charge for their services,
and finally, what new architectural and micro-architectural fea-
tures are motivated by these systems’ needs. At the same time
that IaaS evolves, processor manufacturers are pushing the
multicore envelope and aim to integrate hundreds of general-
purpose cores into a single chip. Recent examples include
Tilera’s Tile Gx100 100-core chip [38] and Intel’s 48-core Sin-
gle Chip Cloud Computer [15]. Integrating manycore chips
into IaaS systems offers the promise of greater density and
greater energy-efficiency, both of which are important factors
to IaaS providers.

Current IaaS systems charge concurrent applications equally
on the basis of CPU-time, and to provide metering fairness,
these systems try to attain performance-fairness by equalizing
any slowdowns across all concurrent applications. However,
these systems use multi-core server processors such as Intel’s
Xeons and AMD’s Opterons , that share memory resources
between the cores in a free-for-all fashion, which can lead to
significant, and uneven, interference among applications. Even
state-of-the-art software techniques, such as hypervisors [13],
are unable to cope with microarchitectural interference; for ex-
ample, slowdowns due to on-chip resource interference can be
as different as 2% versus 120% for concurrent applications on
a Core-2-Duo processor [11]. Achieving performance fairness
is difficult in the presence of micro-architectural interference,
and in current systems, this can lead to metering-unfairness.

The situation gets worse when IaaS clouds transition to
manycore processors. First, even though manycore chips of-
fer a large quantity of shared resources, such as cache and
memory bandwidth, the per-core quantities of these resources
are low compared to processors with smaller numbers of com-
plex, out-of-order cores. Second, these processors support
higher concurrency, and therefore greater possible contention
for shared resources. As a result, performance in manycore
systems is more sensitive to space-multiplexing interference.
Therefore, the problem of performance-unfairness due to in-
terference, and consequently metering-unfairness, becomes
even more paramount for IaaS providers as they transition to
manycore chips.
Our Approach. In this paper we propose to decouple
performance-fairness and metering-fairness by charging cus-
tomers in proportion to the interference-free performance of
their applications. This allows IaaS vendors to fairly meter the
customers, even if concurrent applications have unequal slow-
downs. Moreover, it allows vendors to maximize their overall
throughput, as long as they are satisfying their Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) with customers, because they would no
longer be forced to give more resources to slower applica-
tions in order to preserve metering-fairness via performance-
fairness.

In traditional uni-core processors, CPU-time provides the
notion of interference-free performance, and can be effec-
tively used for fair metering in IaaS systems. However, for
space-multiplexing multi-core processors, CPU-time does not
accurately reflect interference-free performance and is inad-
equate for metering. We propose Virtual-Time as a counter-
part of CPU-time for metering purposes in space multiplexed
systems. We define Virtual-Time as the amount of time re-
quired for an application to complete the same amount of
work it has done so far, were it to have been allocated all
CPU resources.



We introduce the Virtual-Time Processor Architecture, a
framework which requires two key capabilities that are used
to accurately estimate virtual-time. First, it requires Dynamic
Execution Isolation, which enforces that an application’s ex-
ecution should not be affected by co-running applications.
Second, it requires Shadow Performance Modeling, which
enables the simultaneous estimation of Virtual-Times for all
applications with a high degree of accuracy.

We propose TimeCube, a manycore virtual-time processor
architecture for IaaS clouds, which dynamically partitions
last-level cache, memory bandwidth, and DRAM space, to en-
able dynamic execution isolation. TimeCube employs a novel
Reconfigurable Static NUCA (rs-NUCA) that dynamically
partitions the shared cache into statically mapped s-NUCA
regions. It physically separates cache tags and data to provide
power-efficient shared cache reconfiguration. TimeCube esti-
mates Virtual-Times by doing performance estimation in hard-
ware and provides Shadow Performance Modeling. TimeCube
also uses Virtual-Times to dynamically reallocate portions of
the partitioned critical shared resources (last level cache and
memory bandwidth) among applications to increase system
throughput while maintaining fairness among applications by
maximizing their mean virtual-time.

Results. Our evaluation shows that the dynamic execu-
tion isolation provided in TimeCube enables us to estimate
Virtual-Time with an average error of less than 1%. As a
result, our Virtual-Time-based metering scheme charges the
consumers fairly; in comparison, existing metering schemes
can overcharge the user by as much as 12× on a 32-core
system. The accuracy of Virtual-Time estimation makes it
highly reliable for use in high-order decisions. Our Virtual-
Time-centric resource allocation increases throughput by 36%
on average. We also show that rs-NUCA provides energy-
scalable cache partitioning: For a 32-core design, rs-NUCA re-
duces power consumption by 16.27% compared to a d-NUCA
scheme. rs-NUCA has a small reconfiguration overhead (1%)
over s-NUCA caches.

In summary, the paper makes the following contributions:

1. We develop Virtual-Time as a counterpart of applica-
tion CPU-time for interference-free performance in space-
multiplexed systems, which IaaS clouds can use to decou-
ple performance-fairness and metering-fairness.

2. We introduce the Virtual-Time Processor Architecture, a
framework to precisely estimate and use application Virtual-
Times for space-multiplexed systems.

3. We propose TimeCube, a manycore Virtual-Time Proces-
sor Architecture for IaaS clouds. TimeCube uses a novel
energy-scalable Reconfigurable Static NUCA (rs-NUCA)
scheme, which uses indirect cache addressing for power-
efficient cache access and reconfiguration. TimeCube pro-
vides metering-fairness within 1% of ideal virtual-time
metering, improving metering-fairness by up to 12× over
flat metering.

2. Virtual-Time Processor Architectures
In existing schemes, if jobs running concurrently on a chip
run for the same CPU-time, they are metered equally. How-
ever, the lack of a precise correspondence between CPU-time
and actual performance on space-multiplexed IaaS systems
can lead to unfairness in metering, even in the presence of
state-of-the-art virtualization techniques. In a fair system, IaaS
customers should be metered in accordance to the interference-
free performance of their applications. Therefore, we propose
that jobs should be metered in proportion to their Virtual-
Times: the amount of time required for an application to com-
plete the same amount of work it has done so far, were it to
have been allocated all CPU resources. To ensure appropriate
metering magnitudes as well as proportionality, we normal-
ize the virtual-times (Equation 1) 1 to the wall-clock times,
such that in every metering interval the sum of n applications’
virtual-times is equal to the sum of their wall-clock times.
Thus, Normal Virtual-Time acts as the direct counterpart of
CPU-time in space-multiplexed systems for metering. We call
this Virtual-Time Metering.

Normal Virtual-Timei = Virtual-Timei×
n× IntervalTime

∑
n
i=1 Virtual-Timei

(1)
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Figure 1: Virtual-Time. Virtual-Time Processor Architectures
use two capabilities, Dynamic Execution Isolation and Shadow
Performance Modeling, to estimate the virtual-times (v1 and
v2) for applications (App1 and App2) running simultaneously
for wall-clock time w1,2. Applications’ virtual-times are equal
to their standalone wall-clock times (w1 and w2).

Since we meter using virtual-time, its estimation should
be as accurate as possible. However, interference on space-
multiplexed manycore systems can cause unexpected behavior
leading to inaccuracies. We propose Virtual-Time Processor
Architecture, a framework that enables highly-accurate calcu-
lation of virtual-time by eliminating the effects of interference
in space-multiplexed manycore systems. Two key capabilities
enable accurate virtual-time calculation:
• Dynamic Execution Isolation requires that an applica-

tion’s execution, and hence its virtual-time, is not affected
by other concurrently running applications. Virtual-Time
Processor Architectures include mechanisms for handling
interference for architectural resources, such as cache, mem-
ory bandwidth, and memory banks. Conventional runtime
1We use normalized virtual-time instead of micro-architectural resource-

usage for metering because it eliminates the burden of determining the costs
of individual micro-architectural resources.
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Figure 2: TimeCube partitions the critical shared resources to provide dynamic execution isolation, and uses execution statistics
based analytical performance estimation to provide shadow performance modeling (a). These resources, such as cores (C), L2
tags (T), and L2 data (D), are spatially distributed to make the architecture scalable (b). TimeCube creates Virtual-Time Tables, a
collection of virtual-times, which are then used for resource management. Every interval TimeCube collects statistics, creates
vTables, and allocates and reconfigures shared resources, all in parallel with execution (c).

software mechanisms, such as virtual machine monitors and
hypervisors, can handle interference between I/O threads
contending for network bandwidth, or other such system-
level resources by applying thread priorities in the scheduler
and/or using backoff algorithms to reduce contention.

• Shadow Performance Modeling requires that an applica-
tion’s standalone performance can be estimated with a high
degree of accuracy using an extrapolation of its isolated
execution. A virtual-time processor architecture takes into
account micro-architectural resource usage to accurately
estimate virtual-time for a single manycore chip. For tak-
ing into account system-level resources, we would need
to isolate and estimate performance based on all system
components including network and I/O.

Using these two capabilities, virtual-time processor architec-
tures can eliminate the effects of resource interference and
estimate standalone application performance with high accu-
racy to generate virtual-time.

In addition to fair metering, Virtual-Times can also be used
for high-order decisions in an IaaS system, such as resource
management. For example, IaaS job schedulers can use virtual-
times to track application performance and assign higher pri-
orities to applications which are not able to make sufficient
progress. IaaS clouds can also use virtual-times to allocate
resources to applications based on system-level policies, such
as high throughput or high fairness, while satisfying SLAs
such as guarantees of forward progress, minimum execution
rate, or maximum slowdown.

3. TimeCube: A Manycore Virtual-Time Pro-
cessor Architecture

TimeCube is a manycore virtual-time processor architecture
that efficiently estimates application virtual-times. It provides
dynamic execution isolation by partitioning shared resources
and dynamically allocating portions of resources to the com-
peting applications after regular intervals, as shown in Figure 2.
This partitioning of shared micro-architectural resources elim-
inates resource interference, so an application’s execution is
not affected by other concurrently running applications. The
allocation is done dynamically to avoid under-utilization of
resources, since different applications have different utility for

on-chip resources, which can also vary over time. There are
many shared resources in manycore architectures, but for this
paper we focus on three resources critical to IaaS workloads:
last-level cache, off-chip memory bandwidth, and DRAM
space.

TimeCube provides shadow performance modeling using
an online analytical performance estimation model, which
in turn uses efficient shadow structures to gather execution
statistics. TimeCube collects virtual-times for a spectrum
of possible resource allocations for each application; these
are collectively termed Virtual-Time Tables, or vTables. We
use these vTables to do dynamic resource allocation for co-
scheduled applications.

Multiple applications can execute simultaneously on Time-
Cube; even more than the number of cores, since TimeCube
supports temporal-multiplexing. Every application executes
on an independent core with private L1 data and instruction
caches and a DRAM prefetcher. Each application also gets
a dynamically allocated portion of the shared last-level (L2)
cache 2, a portion of the shared memory bandwidth and some
statically allocated DRAM banks (based on the IaaS job re-
quest). The partitioning and reconfiguration of resources is
kept invisible to software, which allows us to use legacy code.
The programs execute continuously and uninterrupted even
while the resource partitions are being reconfigured.

We now explain the crucial components of TimeCube in
more detail.

3.1. Dynamic Execution Isolation in TimeCube

TimeCube provides dynamic execution isolation by partition-
ing the critical shared resources, such as last-level cache, mem-
ory bandwidth, and DRAM space and dynamically allocating
portions of these resources to each application. We now de-
scribe the resource partitioning mechanisms in TimeCube.
3.1.1. Dynamic Last-Level Cache Partitioning TimeCube
requires a last-level cache which can be dynamically parti-
tioned between multiple applications. At the same time, the
cache access time and energy must remain low even with

2TimeCube is a non-cache coherent architecture like Intel SCC [15]; inter-
process coherence is handled by the OS through separate memory allocation,
and the hardware keeps data coherent within an application’s caches.
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Figure 3: Associatively partitioned d-NUCA caches are not en-
ergy scalable. The portion of energy spent in L2 caches in-
creases with cache size when using d-NUCA, even with XOR-
based way-prediction [34], partial-tag match [21] and cache
migration [17]. For s-NUCA, the portion of energy spent in
caches remains low, but s-NUCA is not dynamically resizable.

increasing cache size, so that it can be used in a manycore
processor. TimeCube uses a NUCA cache [17], dividing its
last level cache into physically separated cache-arrays con-
nected through a point-to-point pipelined memory network,
and dynamically allocates these cache-arrays to applications.

In a NUCA cache, access energy depends heavily on the
number of cache-arrays accessed for each request. For stat-
ically mapped (s-NUCA) caches only one cache-array is ac-
cessed, which keeps the energy consumption low; however,
due to fixed hashing, the size of an s-NUCA partition cannot
be dynamically changed. As a result, if we try to partition
the shared cache into s-NUCA components, we cannot dy-
namically change allocations. The cache designs proposed
by Nesbit et al. [33], Hsu et al. [16], and Guo et al. [12],
circumvent this limitation of s-NUCA using associative parti-
tioning to create a dynamically partitioned (d-NUCA) cache.
However, in d-NUCA a cache line can be placed on any of
the allocated cache-arrays, so we may need to check multiple
cache-arrays for every cache access. Mechanisms such as
XOR-based way-prediction [34], partial-tag match [21] 3, and
cache-block migration [17] reduce the number of cache-arrays
checked per cache access. However, Figure 3 shows that, even
with these mechanisms, cache accesses in an associatively par-
titioned d-NUCA consume a progressively larger portion of
processor energy as cache size increases. This makes d-NUCA
based last-level caches energy-inefficient for large sizes.

TimeCube uses Reconfigurable Static NUCA (rs-NUCA),
for the last-level shared cache, which can be dynamically par-
titioned and is also energy-scalable. rs-NUCA dynamically
partitions the shared cache between applications and each
application’s cache portion is an s-NUCA. When multiple
cache-arrays are allocated to an application, they are merged

3For every cache size, we chose the partial tag size that minimized the
overall energy consumption.
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Figure 4: Reconfigurable Static NUCA, or rs-NUCA, divides
the cache into tag-arrays and data-arrays to reduce reconfigu-
ration costs. Each tag stores the data location using dataLoc
bits. On a cache request, rs-NUCA finds the cache-array using
tagLoc bits (1), sends a request to that array (2), and then uses
index bits to find the set within that cache-array (3). If some
tag matches (4), it uses the dataLoc in that tag to find the data
location (5). A request is sent to the data-array (6), and the
cache line is fetched (7) and sent back to the core (8).

by increasing the number of cache sets allocated to the appli-
cation while keeping the number of associative ways constant.
TimeCube allocates cache-arrays to the applications in powers
of two.

In rs-NUCA, when the cache allocation changes for an
application, its cache hashing changes as well. Naively moving
all cache lines to their corresponding new locations would
consume excessive energy. rs-NUCA uses indirect cache
addressing [1], shown in Figure 4, to greatly reduce these
reconfiguration costs. Indirect cache addressing separates
the tags and data for each cache-array, maintaining them on
physically separate locations in tag-arrays and data-arrays,
and storing the location of data in each tag using dataLoc bits.
With this indirect addressing, cache reconfiguration moves
only the tag and not the data, which significantly reduces the
reconfiguration costs since cache tags are significantly smaller
than lines.

In indirect cache addressing, while the location of the tag-
array holding the cache line tag is determined based on the
tagLoc bits in the address, the data can be placed on any of
the data-arrays. An application’s tagLoc width equals log2
of the number of cache-arrays allocated. The cache set for
an address in both tag-arrays and data-arrays is determined
based on the index bits. The associative way for both tag
and data-arrays is also the same for every cache line present
in the cache. Thus, we only need to store the location of
the data-array in dataLoc bits. To find an address location,
we use tagLoc bits from the address, located just above the
index bits, to determine the location of the cache-array that
can hold the data for the application. We then use the index
bits to determine the cache set within the cache-array. This
maintains a one-to-one correspondence between all tag and
data locations in the cache at all times. This correspondence
can change only during cache reconfiguration.
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Figure 5: Reconfiguration. If an application’s cache allocation
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figuration period. If the new cache allocation is smaller, less
recently used lines are evicted, and written back if dirty (C).

Reconfiguration. Application cache allocations can dy-
namically change on interval boundaries. During this cache
reconfiguration we may have to shift some tags and evict some
data while maintaining a one-to-one correspondence between
all tag and data locations. If an application’s cache alloca-
tion changes, we find the new tag locations for its cache lines
based on their tagLoc bits, and if it is not the same as their
current locations, we move the tags to their new blocks to the
same index and way. The dataLoc bits in the existing tags at
these new locations are also copied back to the old locations
to maintain the tag and data location correspondence.

No change is required in the data blocks if the cache allo-
cation increases. However, if the cache allocation is reduced,
we must select which the cache lines to preserve and which to
evict. To support this selection, in addition to the associative
LRU within a set, we also maintain an LRU vector for every
equivalent location (same index, way) across all cache-arrays
currently owned by an application. On allocation reductions
we evict the LRU entries for each location. We have to pro-
actively evict these lines because if we fail to writeback all the
dirty lines, the cache will become incoherent. We writeback
only the dirty lines to save bandwidth. For the cache lines that
are to be evicted, we still maintain the dataLoc bits in them
in order to preserve the correspondence between tag and data
locations.

During cache reconfiguration, it is difficult to handle mem-
ory requests for a cache line whose tag is in transit. There
are three basic approaches to handling this scenario. First, we
could have a protocol to track the tag during its transit and
allow intermediate structures to respond, but this is compli-
cated and can cost additional time and energy. Second, we
could stall the application execution until the reconfiguration
finishes, but this will reduce application performance. Third,
Tag-Duplication, which maintains two tag block arrays and
copies the tags from the arrays allocated for the current inter-
val into the arrays allocated for the next interval, as shown
in Figure 5. While the reconfiguration is going on, all tag
lookups for an application are sent to the tag blocks allocated
to the application for both the current and previous intervals,
which guarantees that the tag will be matched if present in the

cache. TimeCube uses tag-duplication to prevent application
stalling and handle memory requests during cache reconfigura-
tion. Our experiments show that the reconfiguration period is
relatively small compared to the interval length, which keeps
the costs of dual-lookup during reconfiguration low.
3.1.2. Dynamic Memory Bandwidth Partitioning In recent
systems, on-chip memory controllers schedule memory re-
quests to multiple memory channels, each connected to one
or more DIMMs. Concurrently running applications share off-
chip memory bandwidth, and contention for bandwidth can
lead to interference. Off-chip bandwidth is a critical shared re-
source, as packaging costs limit the pins available for off-chip
memory traffic.

We partition bandwidth between applications to reduce in-
terference. In order to limit the possible bandwidth allocations,
we bin the bandwidth i.e. we allocate bandwidth only in mul-
tiples of a fixed percentage of total bandwidth (1%).

Even if an application is given its allocated bandwidth but
the memory scheduling is not done fairly, then the application
will have unpredictable slowdown. We use a fair queueing
arbiter [33], which does fair scheduling across applications
while staying within their bandwidth quotas. The performance
of individual applications can be improved by reordering their
requests based on prefetcher accuracies [24], and the status of
DRAM row buffers [37].
3.1.3. Static DRAM Partitioning DRAMs are typically com-
posed of a number of banks that are fronted with a row buffer
to reduce access latency on repeated accesses to a line. In
order to reduce interference on DRAM banks, we split the
memory banks statically among the applications along with
the corresponding row buffers. Thus, an application cannot
alter the contents of another application’s row buffers to un-
predictably affect its memory access time. The number of
DRAM banks allocated to an application depends on the
amount of memory requested when the IaaS job is submit-
ted; for example, Amazon EC2 instances uses fixed memory
allocations such as 1.7GB (m1.small), 7.5GB (m1.large), and
15GB (m1.xlarge). This static partitioning is maintained at
the memory controllers, and the memory page allocator (OS)
allocates memory pages to applications only on the memory
banks assigned to them. DRAM bank partitioning should not
significantly impact performance on manycore systems, as we
experimentally observed that applications were bottlenecked
on memory bandwidth and not DRAM row buffers.

3.2. Shadow Performance Modeling in TimeCube

In TimeCube, we calculate virtual-time using an analytical
performance model which uses execution statistics collected
through shadow hardware structures placed on the cores. Time-
Cube collects the virtual-time for a spectrum of shared re-
source allocations for the applications, as shown in Figure 6.
This collection of virtual-times is called the Virtual-Time Ta-
bles, or vTables. We believe that vTables provide resource
abstraction at the right granularity, i.e. concise enough to be
calculated by the microarchitecture during program execu-
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tion and rich enough to be used in high-order decisions, such
as resource management in TimeCube. TimeCube updates
the vTables, in parallel with application execution, after each
execution interval.
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Figure 6: Virtual-Time Tables. TimeCube calculates Virtual-
Times for all possible allocations of last-level cache and the
memory bandwidth for each application. The bandwidth is
binned and the cache-arrays are allocated in powers of two.

We now describe our analytical model to calculate virtual-
time for application i for an interval j, if it were allocated c
cache-arrays and b bandwidth-bins.

ExecTime j[i,c] = const j +(L2Hit j[i,c]×L2HitLatency j[i,c])

+(Pre f Hit j[i,c]×Pre f HitLatency j[i,c])

+(PageHit j[i,c]×PageHitLatency j[i,c])

+(PageMiss j[i,c]×PageMissLatency j[i,c])

+(PageCn f l j[i,c]×PageCn f lLatency j[i,c])

(2)

We calculate the estimated execution time for a given cache
and bandwidth allocation by estimating the delays caused by
in-order 4 L1 memory misses in L2 cache, prefetcher and the
DRAM (Equation 2). We assume that the in-core execution
time remains unaffected by changing memory allocations. Ac-
cording to this model we need to find the L2 cache, prefetcher,
and DRAM statistics to estimate the execution times for dif-
ferent resource allocations. We use the following shadow
hardware structures to collect these shadow statistics:
• Flattened Partial LRU Vector (FPLV) provide an efficient

hardware mechanism to estimate the cache miss rates for
any arbitrary cache size, which we detail in next section.

• Shadow Prefetchers run a dummy prefetching algorithm
by tracking miss streams and launching fake prefetches,
and maintain shadow statistics such as prefetches issued,
prefetch hit rate, and prefetch hit latency.

• Shadow Banking tracks the current state of the DRAM row
buffers by modeling DDR behavior for DRAM requests
and maintains shadow statistics such as page hits, misses,
and conflicts. Our experimental results suggest that shadow
banking may not be absolutely essential for this system;
using a fixed memory latency imparts on average an error
of only 2%.

4TimeCube has an in-order memory system, like RAW [28], where the
core is stalled during its memory miss. Thus, there is no miss concurrency for
a single application.

We use one FPLV per core, and one shadow prefetcher and
shadow banking structure per cache configuration per core.
Our experimental results show that these mechanisms do not
have significant area (2.46%) and energy (0.24%) overheads.

ReqBW j[i,c] =
L2Misses j[i,c]+Pre f Rqs j[i,c]−Pre f Hits j[i,c]

ExecTime j[i,c]
(3)

Per f ormance j[i,c,b] =


Instructions j [i]
ExecTime j [i,c]

, i f ReqBW j[i,c]≤ b
Instructions j [i]×b

ExecTime j [c]×ReqBWj [i,c]
,otherwise

(4)
The hardware also needs to estimate stalls due to bandwidth

constraints to estimate application performance. We use cache
misses and prefetch statistics to calculate the required band-
width (Equation 3). If the allocated bandwidth exceeds re-
quired bandwidth then we assume no bandwidth stalls. Oth-
erwise, the bandwidth stalls are accounted for by reducing
performance by the ratio of required and allocated bandwidths
(Equation 4). This is based on the assumption that the mem-
ory requests are uniformly randomly distributed over program
execution.

vTables j[i,c,b] =
Per f ormance j[i,c,b]

Per f ormance j[i,ctotal ,btotal ]
× IntervalTime

(5)
Virtual-Timei = ∑

interval j
vTables j[i,calloc,balloc] (6)

Every cell in vTables stores the virtual-time for the corre-
sponding cache and bandwidth allocation by multiplying the
interval-time with the ratio of the performance for this allo-
cation and the one with all resources allocated (ctotal ,btotal),
as shown in Equation 5. TimeCube sums up an application’s
virtual-times for all past intervals, for the actual allocations
(calloc,balloc), to get its total virtual-time (Equation 6).

In existing commercial manycore systems like Tilera, se-
quential pipelines are used; therefore, the model employed by
the architecture to update the vTables is in-line with existing
systems. However, performance for out-of-order cores can be
modeled as well, as shown by Moreto et al. [29]. Moreover,
even though TimeCube is designed for multiprogramming
rather than parallel programming, it is reasonable to believe
that the techniques outlined here would support consolidated
multi-threaded applications as well if given their associated
performance models.
3.2.1. Flattened Partial LRU Vector In order to create the
vTables, the architecture needs to find the cache miss rates for
all possible cache size allocations using an area and power-
efficient mechanism. Shadow-Tags [35] have been proposed
for this purpose for partitioned caches with total-LRU-order.
However, rs-NUCA does not have total LRU-order, but a
partial-LRU-order, which we describe next.

For a four-way rs-NUCA, four addresses in set i, say
A1,A2,A3,A4, have a total-LRU-order: A1→ A2→ A3→ A4.
Similarly, four addresses in set j, say B1,B2,B3,B4, have an-
other total-LRU-order: B1→ B2→ B3→ B4. Merging these
sets gives another total-LRU-order, say: A1→ A2→ B1→ A3.
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A1	   A2	   A3	   A4	   B1	   B2	   B3	   B4	  
LRU-order for sets i, j 

A1	   A2	   B1	   A3	   B2	   A4	   B3	   B4	  
FPLV for sets i and j 

A1	   A2	   A3	   A4	   B3	   B1	   B2	   B4	  
LRU-order for sets i, j 

B3	   A1	   A2	   B1	   B2	   A3	   A4	   B4	  
FPLV for sets i and j 

B3 

Figure 7: The FPLV stores the partial-LRU-orders for rs-
NUCA using topological sorting; ordering is maintained using
pointer-chains. For a w way cache, the first w× c locations
contain the addresses present in cache configuration log2(c).

These three total-LRU-orders together create a partial-LRU-
order. rs-NUCA has one partial-LRU-order per cache-index
to include the sets with that index across all cache-arrays.

The Flattened Partial LRU Vector, or FPLV, stores a partial-
LRU-order using topological sorting, and records the ordering
using pointers, as shown in Figure 7. FPLV maintains another
crucial property: For a w way cache, the first w× c locations
contain the addresses present in cache-configuration log2(c).

FPLV efficiently determines cache statistics for all possible
cache allocations in rs-NUCA. For every cache access by an
application, its corresponding FPLV does tag-matching in only
one cache set, the one where the cache line would have gone
if the application was allocated a single cache-array. If the
address is indeed present, its location in FPLV will determine
the cache-configurations for which the access would have
been a hit. For updating the LRU ordering, in the worst case
FPLV has to modify the position of tags within one cache
set for every possible cache-configuration. For example, on
seeing address B3, which maps to set j, we only need to
match B1,B2,B3,B4, and the LRU update would shift only the
addresses B3,A1,A2,B1,A3, and A4, as shown in Figure 7.

3.3. Resource Management in TimeCube

Even though manycore processors have large quantities of
shared resources such as cache and memory bandwidth, the
per core cache size and per core bandwidth is low. Thus, sys-
tem performance is especially sensitive to memory resource
allocation. We can use the vTables to determine a shared
resource allocation between the applications based on applica-
tion characteristics as well as IaaS system objectives such as
fairness and high throughput.

In a system with multiple concurrent applications contend-
ing for shared resources, an application’s progress depends on
the amount of resources allocated to it. In a fair system, the
progress should be similar between the applications, which
means that even if there is a shortage of resources, they are
distributed such that the applications which provide lower per-
formance are also given a fair share. However, to attain a high
overall system performance, more resources should be given
to the applications which provide higher performance. Thus,
these two system objectives require conflicting resource dis-
tribution strategies. Every interval j, we find a cache (ĉ) and
bandwidth (b̂) distribution to maximize the geometric mean
of application progress, or virtual-times, to find a balance
between throughput and fairness.

Mean Virtual-Time j,ĉ,b̂ = ∏
i
(Virtual-Timei + vTables j[i,c,b]) (7)

Cores 32, x86-64 ISA, 3GHz, in-order superscalar
L1 cache 32KB inclusive, 4 way associative, 8 word line,

1 bank, 3 cycle hit, pipelined, 1 read/write port
L2 cache 128 cache-arrays, 1 bank per cache-array, 128KB

per bank, 8 word line, 4-way associative, pipelined,
1 read/write port

Network 64-wide, mesh, dynamic router, 1-cycle hop
Prefetcher stream prefetcher, 128 streams, 32 buffers
Memory 4 controllers, bit-interleaved, 4 DIMMs/channel, 4

Ranks/DIMM, 8 Banks/Rank, 64MB/Bank, 16 Banks
and 1GB DDR3 per core, 96Gb/s memory bandwidth

Table 1: Processor Model

It tries to maximize the forward progress of every application,
while reducing unfair slowdowns for applications with lower
performance. The arithmetic mean on the other hand would
maximize only throughput and not fairness. After several time
intervals, mean virtual-time can be approximated to -

Mean Virtual-Time j,ĉ,b̂ = ∑
i

vTables j[i,c,b]
Virtual-Timei

(8)

We run a dynamic programming based bin-packing algorithm
to find a resource allocation (ĉ, b̂) between applications that
maximizes the mean virtual-time. This formulation can han-
dle I/O threads as well, since if a thread is blocked on I/O,
the application’s vTables will show a low virtual-time for re-
sources, which can then be allocated to other threads. This
also elegantly handles more applications than cores because
of its additive (rather than multiplicative) formulation.

4. TimeCube Evaluation

4.1. Evaluation Methodology

In this section, we describe our processor model and the
benchmarking methodology. We model our evaluation proto-
type along the lines of commercial manycore processors (e.g.
Tile64 [5]) and use a reconfiguration interval of 25 million
cycles. We use PTLsim [48] and a memory-system emula-
tor to simulate execution of multiple applications on a single
many-core chip while sharing last level cache and off-chip
memory. The emulator internally uses DRAMsim2 [46] for
modeling details of the DRAM memory system. Detailed
specifications of our evaluation model are presented in Table 1.
We analytically model the area and power consumption using
area and energy numbers obtained from RAW [28] and Mc-
PAT [25] scaled to 45nm, as specified in Table 2. In order to
reduce simulation run times, we extract application represen-
tative phases using SimPoint [39] and then concurrently run
SimPoint combinations.

Benchmarks and their Classification In order to simulate
a typical IaaS workload, we run combinations drawn from 26
benchmarks that span SPEC2K, SPEC2K6, and an I/O inten-
sive benchmark suite we developed internally to model IaaS
workloads, as shown in Table 3. This selection provides a rich
spectrum of cache and memory characteristics and includes
applications such as web crawlers, photo filters, face detec-
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Figure 8: Benchmarks can be classified based on the sensitivity of their miss rate to L2 cache sizes. For some applications like
bzip2 (a) cache size has a steady impact on miss rate, while for others like apsi (b) it has no effect, and some applications like
mgrid (c) have a cliff-like profile.

Operation Energy Operation Energy

Instruction Execution 57.2 L2 Data Write 70.9

L1 Tag Match 22.5 Memory Read 5230.1

L1 Data Read 36.0 Memory Write 5120.0

L1 Data Write 38.2 L2 Data Read 65.7

L2 Tag Match 42.2 Network Send 6.2

Virtual-Time Calc 53.4 Network Rcv 6.4

FPLV Tag Shift 21.1 Network Hop 4.3

Table 2: Energy (pJ) Consumed for Operations

tion, computer aided design tools, scientific computations,
data compression, parsing, image recognition, and security
algorithms.

The manycore evaluation space, where we run all possible
benchmark combinations, is very large. Moreover, it provides
no intuition about the benchmarks that we have not included
in our evaluation. In order to limit the evaluation space as
well as incorporate a structure into our evaluation, we classify
our benchmarks according to a three-type taxonomy 5, and
then examine runs that include different ratios of the three
types. The taxonomy is as follows: An application which sees
no drop in miss rate with increasing cache size is a stream
application, an application which sees a sudden drop in miss
rate with cache size is a cliff application, and an application
whose miss rate drops gradually with increasing cache size is
a slope application, as described in Figure 8. We can then run
representatives of these classes to estimate behavior of similar
applications to refine our manycore evaluation space.

4.2. Fair Metering

We ran experiments with concurrent applications to quantify
the difference between TimeCube’s Virtual-Time Metering,
and the de-facto cores×hours flat metering currently found
in IaaS clouds. We chose applications across a spectrum of
workload mixes, ranging from all stream applications to all
cliff applications to all slope applications, as shown in Figure 9.

5In the applications examined, cache sensitivity was a strong classifier
that predicted other characteristics, such as stream applications having good
prefetching behavior and high bandwidth requirements. For a workload with
high variance within cache sensitivity categories, additional classification axes
would be beneficial.

If the type representation is varied in increments of 25%, then
15 compositions represent all possible combinations. Each
composition consists of 32 applications. For each type, we ran
4 randomly chosen applications to provide a rich diversity of
benchmarks.
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Figure 9: TimeCube uses virtual-time to provide fair metering
for the consumers. Due to the interference related slowdowns,
existing flat metering schemes based on wall-clock times can
lead to 12× overcharging in the worst case and 6.4× on aver-
age, when compared to ideal Virtual-Time Metering.

For every workload, we calculate metering based on the
normalized virtual-times calculated by TimeCube as well as
flat-metering schemes. For flat metering, we meter based on
wall-clock time, as in Amazon EC2 and Azure, not resources.
The ratio of these metering numbers with the ideal Virtual-
Time Metering is the amount of overcharging of the consumers.
We obtain the ideal virtual-time metering numbers by running
the applications alone on the same chip.

In the flat metering system, worst-case overcharging can
be as much as 12× and 6.4× on average. On the other hand,
overcharging is negligible for TimeCube’s virtual-time meter-
ing, as we can see in Figure 9. Therefore, some consumers
overpay for the services received if the operators use flat me-
tering, while others do not pay enough, but the consumers are
metered fairly for our virtual-time metering scheme.
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Benchmark uops 32KB L2Hit L2Hit Type Benchmark uops 32KB L2Hit L2Hit Type
/Inst MPKI 128KB 16MB /Inst MPKI 128KB 16MB

IaaS-IO/webCrwl 1.67 8.01 12.27% 20.52% slope IaaS-IO/faceDet 1.71 0.27 60.81% 60.96% strm
IaaS-IO/fotoBlur 1.69 11.34 10.79% 17.22% slope IaaS-IO/dskBkp 1.70 9.33 12.87% 19.21% slope
FP2000/wupwise 1.68 15.37 0.07% 1.11% cliff FP2000/ammp 1.68 9.14 3.21% 97.25% slope
FP2000/swim 1.68 28.86 0.00% 56.47% cliff FP2000/lucas 1.73 5.38 0.00% 0.04% strm
FP2000/mgrid 1.68 2.52 0.00% 35.96% cliff FP2000/fma3d 1.73 3.44 4.05% 22.53% cliff
FP2000/applu 1.68 2.56 4.38% 7.87% strm INT2000/parser 1.65 8.52 11.32% 97.72% slope
INT2000/vpr 1.65 11.82 8.99% 87.82% slope INT2000/bzip2 1.70 2.21 3.08% 78.48% slope
FP2000/art 1.68 45.02 0.00% 0.00% strm INT2000/twolf 1.65 19.03 3.55% 88.51% slope
FP2006/equake 1.67 11.41 7.68% 11.89% strm FP2000/apsi 1.68 22.64 0.00% 00.00% strm
INT2006/astar 1.71 1.47 27.36% 40.57% slope FP2006/namd 1.71 2.49 62.77% 87.94% slope
INT2006/bwaves 1.73 0.17 0.39% 2.01% cliff INT2006/sjeng 1.70 1.08 53.55% 74.23% slope
FP2006/h264ref 1.67 1.54 18.57% 59.90% slope FP2006/soplex 1.71 2.56 10.19% 56.23% slope
INT2006/hmmer 1.68 2.60 2.70% 84.69% cliff INT2006/specrnd 1.65 0.06 4.17% 4.31% strm

Table 3: Benchmark characteristics. We use benchmarks that provide a diverse mix of memory characteristics such as miss
rates in L1, hit rate in L2, and cache miss profiles.
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Figure 10: rs-NUCA reduces overall execution energy by
16.27% on an average when compared to d-NUCA.
4.3. Reconfigurable Static NUCA is Energy-Scalable

In our experiments with 32 cores using d-NUCA associative
caches, we observe that a significant portion of energy is con-
sumed in L2 (20.01% on average). In contrast, with rs-NUCA,
only 2.39% of energy is consumed in L2 on average. Figure 10
shows that the greater energy-scalability of rs-NUCA results
in an average overall energy reduction of 16.27% compared to
d-NUCA.

The execution times for s-NUCA and rs-NUCA are com-
parable, as shown in Figure 11. When running a mix of 32
applications on our prototype architecture, our results show
that without tag-duplication we can lose 10.3% of performance.
However, with tag-duplication, reconfiguration for rs-NUCA
can be done in parallel with execution with no timing over-
head, and we are able to perform within 0.5% of the baseline
at the expense of just 6.42% of the overall chip area, as seen in
Figure 14; this small penalty is due to the indirect addressing
in rs-NUCA.

4.4. TimeCube’s vTables are Highly Accurate

In this section we evaluate the mechanisms for creating vTa-
bles in TimeCube. For validation of our performance estima-
tion model, we measure an application’s estimated standalone
performance in concurrent mode and its actual performance in
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Figure 11: rs-NUCA performance is comparable to the base-
line s-NUCA. Without tag-duplication (TD), rs-NUCA performs
10.3% worse in comparison to the baseline due to reconfigura-
tion stalls. However, after adding tag-duplication, rs-NUCA is
able to perform within 0.5% of the baseline.

the standalone mode. We ran experiments using the method-
ology explained previously, and the results show that we are
able to estimate an application’s standalone performance and
its estimated slowdown with 1% average error, as shown in
Table 4. Thus, we can reliably use TimeCube’s vTables for
metering as well as resource management in IaaS systems.

strm slope cliff error strm slope cliff error
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
100 0 0 0.39 25 50 25 0.19
75 0 25 0.41 25 75 0 0.16
75 25 0 0.27 0 0 100 7.04
50 0 50 1.26 0 25 75 1.76
50 25 25 0.51 0 50 50 0.61
50 50 0 0.01 0 75 25 0.40
25 0 75 1.72 0 100 0 0.35
25 25 50 0.49 AVERAGE 1.01

Table 4: TimeCube creates vTables with 1% average error over
a spectrum of benchmark compositions, so they can be reli-
ably used for metering and resource management.
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Flattened Partial LRU Vectors are Efficient. Table 5
shows an analytical comparison of the shadow tag schemes
for associative caches and FPLV, where W = ways, C = cache
configs, Ta = tag area, Pm = tag match energy, and Pl = tag LRU
update energy. We can see that area consumed for the two
schemes is similar; however, energy consumption is much less
for FPLV for tag matching as well as LRU updates. Moreover,
FPLV consumed just 1.23% area on our prototype chip when
using set-sampling [35], as seen in Figure 14. This makes
FPLV efficient enough to be employed for shadow-caching in
manycore architectures using rs-NUCA.

Metric Associative FPLV

Area (per set) 2CWTa 2CWTa

Match Energy 2CWPm WPm

Update Energy 2CWPl WCPl

Table 5: FPLV has the same area as associative shadow tags
but much lower energy consumption; therefore, they provide
efficient shadow-caching for dissociative caches.

4.5. Increased Resource Utilization

Throughput is a first order concern for IaaS operators since
it directly impacts their overall revenue. This is especially
true if we charge customers only for the estimated standalone
execution time of their applications as in our virtual-time
metering scheme. We quantitatively analyze the throughput
obtained with virtual-time based resource allocation and com-
pare our scheme against a baseline in which we first partition
the caches to minimize the cache misses [35], and then we
partition the bandwidth to provide equal slowdown between
applications [32]. Our baseline is an improvement over exist-
ing commercial manycore system resource allocations, which
do not use cache partitioning to minimize cache misses.

We observed that throughput improves by 36% on aver-
age for our scheme, compared to the baseline, as shown in
Figure 12(a). These gains are made possible due to simulta-
neously allocating different resources with a shared objective,
leading to increased resource utilization, as opposed to the
baseline in which different resources (cache and bandwidth)
are allocated with conflicting objectives (throughput and fair-
ness respectively). This higher resource utilization also leads
to an improvement in performance provided to the IaaS con-
sumers, by 19% on average, as shown in Figure 12(b). vTables
provide the required information that helps us allocate these
resources simultaneously and increase utilization.

4.6. Area and Energy Distribution in TimeCube

We now analyze the energy and area distribution for Time-
Cube. For an example 32 application mix, we observe that the
portion of total energy consumed in L2 access is low (0.50%),
as shown in Figure 13. Most of the energy is consumed in core
execution (47.45% including L1 access) and main memory op-
erations (45.36% for access and writeback). Energy consumed
for supporting virtual-time processor architecture capabilities
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Figure 12: TimeCube’s Virtual-Time-based resource allocation
leads to higher throughput (a) for IaaS operators (36% on av-
erage), and higher performance (b) for consumers (19% on av-
erage) due to better resource utilization.
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L1 Evict (1.06%)

Prefetcher (12.51%)

vTables (0.01%)

L1 Access (12.96%)

L2 Access (0.50%)
Memory Access (11.15%) Others (0.45%)

Figure 13: Energy distribution in TimeCube. Energy con-
sumed by cache reconfiguration (0.06%) and vTables (0.01%)
is very small.

Core (19.03%)

Networks (4.46%)

L2 Tag (6.42%)

L2 Duplicate Tag (6.42%)

Memory Controller (0.28%)

L2 Data (54.73%)

FPLV (1.31%)

Other (6.30%)
vTables (1.04%)

Figure 14: Area distribution in TimeCube. The area consumed
by FPLV and vTables is small (1.31% and 1.01%, respectively).

is low: 0.01% for vTables, and 0.06% for rs-NUCA recon-
figuration. The microarchitectural mechanisms required to
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support Virtual-Time Processor Architecture consume less
than 9% chip area. FPLV consumes 1.31%, vTables 1.04%,
and L2 duplicate tags 6.42%, as shown in Figure 14. Overall,
the mechanisms used to support virtual-time in TimeCube are
energy and area efficient.

5. Related Work

Interference in Clouds. Typical commercial cloud
systems share resources among concurrent threads, and re-
source sharing leads to interference between applications, as
described by Tang et al. [44] for cloud systems. Govindan et
al. [11] show that even with the use of hypervisors the unpre-
dictability in slowdowns when sharing architectural resources
between virtual machines is very high. Stillwell et al. [42]
also examined the performance impact of resource sharing in
servers at the system level. For these resource-sharing IaaS
systems, it is important to precisely estimate the performance
of applications and exercise control over it in order to improve
resource accounting and utilization, as shown by Armbrust et
al. [3]. The emergence of manycore computing in the server
space, which offers higher density and energy-efficiency, was
punctuated by the arrival of Tilera’s Tile Gx100 [38] and In-
tel’s 48-core SCC [15]; this has further necessitated the reduc-
tion of interference in clouds, as these manycore processors
rely on shared resources.

Virtual-Time provides a performance abstraction for
interference-free execution. Such abstractions are useful for
high-order decisions such as metering in cloud systems, as
suggested by Zhang et al. [49].
Dynamic Execution Isolation. Performance isolation
has been proposed as a means to reduce resource interference.
Verghese et al. [45] proposed mechanisms for performance
isolation for resources such as I/O bandwidth and storage,
while Banga et al. [4] suggested resource containers to iso-
late and account for system-level resource usage. However,
since typical manycore architectures rely on shared processor
resources, this performance isolation (and not just resource
isolation [33]) needs to be extended to the micro-architectural
levels, since even state-of-the-art metering schemes, such as
the ones proposed by Gohner et al. [10] and Elmroth et al. [9],
do not account for application slowdowns due to sharing of
processor resources.
Resource Partitioning. We dynamically partition the
critical shared architectural resources to provide resource iso-
lation. Dynamic resource partitioning has been proposed pre-
viously, such as fair-caching [22]. Nesbit et al. [33] improved
upon previous techniques by partitioning cache access band-
width as well. Rafique et al. [36] proposed bandwidth par-
titioning to provide fair bandwidth distribution between ap-
plications by adaptively changing the quota of an application
based on the observed DRAM latency. Liu et al. [27] proposed
partitioning bandwidth between applications with the aim of
increasing weighted system speedup. We reuse fair-queueing
arbiters [33], but allocate bandwidth using virtual-time based
resource management.

Dynamically Partitioned NUCA. We spatially distribute
the shared cache (NUCA), as proposed by Kim et al. [17], to
reduce access energy and time. However, the existing NUCA
techniques proposed, such as s-NUCA and d-NUCA, do not
satisfy our requirements, since s-NUCA is not dynamically
resizable and d-NUCA is not energy-efficient for large cache
sizes, even when we use optimization techniques, such as
way-prediction [34], partial-tag matching [21] and data migra-
tion [17]. Thus, we extend s-NUCA with cache-indirection [1]
to create rs-NUCA, which is both dynamically reconfigurable
as well as energy-efficient for large cache sizes. Cache parti-
tioning techniques at different spatial granularities have been
proposed, such as the page-level scheme by Cho et al. [8]
and the memory-address-map based scheme proposed by Lin
et al. [26]; however, we partition the cache at a finer spatial
granularity without incurring heavy reconfiguration and access
costs.
Shadow Performance Modeling. TimeCube creates
virtual-times using an analytical performance estimation
model similar to the one proposed by Solihin et al. [40]. We
further enhance our model by tracking prefetches, adding
memory bandwidth constraints by tracking dirty lines, simi-
lar to the mechanism proposed by Kaseridis et al. [20], and
modeling the details of DRAM DDR protocol and bank buffer
behaviors. For our model we need cache miss estimates for
arbitrary cache sizes. Shadow cache techniques have been pro-
posed for associative caches, such as by Zhou et al. [50], which
are based on the LRU-stacking property [14]. We extend these
existing techniques to create FPLV for getting shadow cache
statistics for rs-NUCA. We can modify our FPLV design to ac-
commodate modern replacement schemes such as SHiP [47].
Shared Resource Management. We allocate multiple
resources simultaneously in conjunction with resource parti-
tioning schemes. Our allocation scheme is online as opposed
to offline profiling based allocation schemes proposed by Liu
et al. [7] and Suh et al. [43]. Bitirgen et al. [6] also proposed
simultaneous cache and bandwidth allocation using machine
learning; however, their technique provides no information
about application slowdowns to the IaaS customers and re-
quires a training phase. Srikantaiah et al. [41] also propose
simultaneous resource allocation, but they assume a simple
exponentially decaying miss rate with increasing cache size,
which is an oversimplification, as shown in Figure 8.

Previous work has also proposed individual resource alloca-
tion such as cache allocation based on various metrics such as
marginal utilities by Qureshi et al. [35]; Hsu et al. [16] tune
their cache allocation algorithm to maximize different metrics
such as fairness and throughput; and Guo et al. [12] allocate
cache partitions based on QoS provided by choosing between
strict, elastic, and opportunistic schemes.

TimeCube’s distributed memory controllers can utilize any
memory scheduling scheme which fairly distributes the avail-
able bandwidth between applications. There exist many
fair scheduling techniques, such as stall-time fairness [30],
batch-scheduling [31], prioritizing threads receiving least ser-
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vice [23], or self-optimizing controllers [19]. However, we use
the fair queue arbiter [33], since it does fair-scheduling while
staying within allocated bandwidth limits for each application.

6. Conclusion
IaaS computing systems have to tackle the challenge of in-
terference due to space-multiplexing, which can cause me-
tering unfairness of the order of 12×, in order to fully capi-
talize on the benefits of manycore computing. Virtual-Time
can be used to decouple performance-fairness and metering-
fairness, quantify interference-free performance and do fair
metering. Virtual-Time Processor Architectures accurately
estimate virtual-time using two key capabilities: Dynamic Ex-
ecution Isolation and Shadow Performance Modeling. Time-
Cube, a manycore virtual-time processor architecture is able
to estimate virtual-time and use them for metering with just
1% error. Overall, the results argue for adding the requisite
micro-architectural structures to support virtual-time processor
architecture in IaaS-oriented manycore chips.
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